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What is scintillation?

Radio waves from space radio sources propagate 

through interplanetary plasma.

Fluctuations of interplanetary plasma density 

create diffractive pattern.  The diffractive pattern 

moves relate to Earth with solar wind. So a radio 

telescope locates in maximum, minimum and 

maximum again by turn. It is observed as flux 

density fluctuations. The typical period is about 1 

s. 



What is scintillation?



The example of scintillation record 

for the  source 3C48



What for?

• 1. We can estimate solar wind velocity 
from typical frequency of scintillation 
power spectrum. Scintillations are caused 
by the diffractive pattern moving. So 
typical frequency of interchange of 
minimums and maximums is determined 
by solar wind velocity. 



What for?

• 2. We can estimate an angle size of a 
source. There are a few methods for angle 
size estimating from scintillation 
observations. In any case, radio source 
shows significant scintillations if its angular 
size ~ 0.1’’. Without scintillations 
observations such resolution may be 
gotten only from VLBI observation. But 
nobody have VLBI on low frequencies (~ 
100 MHz).



What for?

• 3. Scintillations give information about the 
solar wind large scale structure. The 
intensity of scintillations depends on 
plasma density and turbulence level. If we 
know density distribution, we can derive 
data about turbulence distribution, and  
vice versa. 



What for?

• 4. Scintillations allow to trace coronal 
mass ejections (CME). CME moving 
causes a rough surge of turbulence level. 
So a rough surge of scintillations is 
observed. If we have a dense net of 
scintillating sources in the sky sphere, we 
can trace a CME.



This work

• The interplanetary scintillation (IPS) data 
in the period from July 2011 to June 2012 
were used for interplanetary coronal mass 
ejection (ICME) propagation study.



The observations parameters

• Central frequency: 111 MHz

• Wave bandwidth: 600 kHz

• The effective area of the array in the 
zenith direction: 

20 000 – 25 000 square meters.

• The array beams system includes 16
beams, covering the sky strip with width 
about 8 degrees in declination during 24 
hours in right ascension.



The observed field

• Our radio telescope observation field has 
fixed declination. Right ascension depends 
on time of day. In each moment the size of 
observation field is about 8 * 8 degrees.





Scintillation index

• A general scintillation parameter is the 

scintillation index. It is the r.m.s. source intensity 

variance normalized to average intensity. 

• Here I is intensity, t is time, m is scintillation 

index.



The CME detection

We compared:

• Scintillation index data

• X-ray flares

• The geomagnetic index Dst



The CME criterions

• 1. At least 5 radio sources show 
scintillation index increasing in 1.5 time or 
more.

• 2. There is a X-ray flare of class М5.0 or 
higher

• 3. The Dst index decreases below −50 nT.



The example of detected CME



All events from July 2011 to June

2012
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Conclusion

• If Dst index decreases after Sun fluers, 
significant increasing of scintillation index 
is usually observed. It show that 
scintillation observations allow detect CME



The СМЕ velocity estimates

• The velocity estimated  for 9 reliable events of

«X-ray+scintillation+Dst».

For each CME the flare set was determined, 

which may born this CME. The flare moment 

and X-ray flux was taken into account.

• The mean velocity was counted, 

Vmean = 1 а.u. / (tEarth – tSun), there tSun is a flare 

moment, tEarth is Dst decreasing moment. 



The Earth, the Sun and a radio 

source

V ≥ Vx-sc = (1 а.е. * sin ε) / (tcsint – tSun)



The comparing of mean velocity to

minimal estimate VX-sc



Conclusion

• Scintillation observation allow to derive 
various data about interplanetary plasma 
and a radio source ( solar wind velocity, 
the large scale structure of interplanetary 
plasma, a source angle size, CME 
detecting and velocity estimating). 



Conclusion

• In this talk we compare data about 
interplanetary scintillation, X-ray flares and 
geomagnetic activity from July 2011 to
June 2012. It’s shown, when a 
geomagnetic disturbance was observed 
after a X-ray flare, a scintillation increasing 
was usually observed too.



Conclusion

• For 9 events detected as a X-ray flare, a 
scintillation increasing and a geomagnetic 
disturbance, CME velocity was estimated. 
In 2/3 cases it’s near to mean velocity.



• Thank you!

• Dziękuję!

• Спасибо!


